
Tobiash Starozum’s Second Wife Natalia
Markevich With Her Neighbour 

My second wife Natalia Markevich and her neighbor on the backyard of our house. We got along
well with our neighbors. Photo made in Lvov in 1982.

I got married second time in Zhygulyovsk in 1955. Her name was Natalia Markevich, a Jewish
woman from Ukraine. She was born in 1922. I was 40 and my wife was 33. When we met she was
the only survivor in her family - all others perished during Holocaust. Natalia worked as a nurse
assistant in hospital. She was wounded but returned to her duties after she recovered.

After the war she worked as an accountant at first and then she went to work in commerce. When
it was impossible to buy anything in stores because they were empty, she could get goods that
they received in their store to exchange them for different ones with her acquaintances working in
other stores. We lived 30 years together. My wife was a very good housewife. We had a very cozy
and well-kept apartment. We spoke Yiddish at home. We tried to observe all Jewish traditions.
Unfortunately, my wife couldn't have children due to her wound at the front. There were not many
Jews in Zhygulyosk and there was no synagogue. My father used to send me a Jewish calendar with
Jewish holidays specified in it.

I retired in 1978 when I was 64. My wife and I decided to move to a bigger town like Kuibyshev, in
the south of Russia, 3200 km to the East from Kiev (Samara at present). We couldn't sell our
apartment according to Soviet laws. We could only arrange an exchange. In the process of
evaluation of options we got an idea about Lvov. I went there and heard Polish spoken in the
streets. I liked the town, its architecture and culture and we decided to move here. I was a
pensioner and Natalia went to work at a store. People also spoke Yiddish and it was nice to talk
Yiddish with someone.

In 1989 my wife died of stomach cancer. I felt so lonely.
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